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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10504.17 Vice Versa Part 13

Host SM-Trish says:
Teams from the ship have beamed down to help find the CSO.  They will act as relay teams as communicator distance isn't good over 5 km.  The Captain is busy trying to adjust a shuttle that will hopefully fly on the other side of the portal.

Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Ayidee says:
@::On planet.:: FCO: We have a shuttle pod on the way, which we're going to try and ease through the gateway.  On the other side we can make the modifications to let it fly on the other side.

CEO_Rome says:
#::continues to watch the robot, waiting for the correct time and place for his plan::

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  A small robot bumps into the XO's foot, trying to get at the paper in his hands.

OPS_Nash says:
::on the Bridge::

XO_Worthington says:
#::standing, staring down at the wrapper and letting the thoughts run through his head:: *CEO*: How far are you from my position?

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Aye, Aye, sir.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#::On the planet, on the other side of the portal, waiting for the Captain to contact her again.::

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO*: Sir, less than 4 kilometers.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: What's the ship's status at present?

XO_Worthington says:
#::sees the robot:: Robot: You are late. I would interrogate you but I don't think I would get much out of you.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO:  So how are you holding up, Jovan?

CMO_Brabas says:
#CNS: Well I am afraid to say T’Lin.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Make your way to my position, I think I have another subject for you to dissect.

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The robot bumps the XO again...

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO:  I can't wait to get back to the ship.  First thing I am going to do is get a nice big chicken salad.  I am so hungry, and these ration bars are not cutting it any more.

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO*: Understood, Rome out.

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  I am in the process of getting more possible teams should you feel the need to deploy them.

CMO_Brabas says:
#CNS: You are looking good medically.  How do you feel?

XO_Worthington says:
#Robot: Pushy, aren't you? Don't worry, we will take real good care of you.

CEO_Rome says:
#::gathers his tools and starts heading back::

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Sir, how do we plan to get the shuttle pod down here? Won’t its energy be drained just like the Cherokee's?

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO:  Hungry.  And the babies are really starting to kick pretty good.  My back hurts a little too.

CMO_Brabas says:
#CNS: Oh, we are going to begin to look at that after this meals.

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The little robot's eyes begin to glow red.  It backs up 10 feet and runs at the XO again.

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: Simple means is just use the thrusters.  They are Newtonian force driven, so they don't appear to attract the subspace drain.

CMO_Brabas says:
#CNS: Oh I am really sorry to hear that, If I could only give you hypo dosage of relaxation.

XO_Worthington says:
#Robot: Jeez, what is your problem? ::picks the robot up::

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  When the XO picks up the robot, it emits a high piercing tone, almost deafening the XO, but unknown to him, it is a signal to a LARGER robot for help.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO: I think it's this rock I've been sitting on.  It's not very comfortable.  ::Starts to get up into a standing position.::

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: I think to maintain safety, all subspace systems must be completely deactivated before entering the portal. If what I think is right, their power would be modified as the Phaser's were. That would be a bad thing to happen to large shuttle pod systems.

CEO_Rome says:
#::hears a high piercing noise coming from the XO's location::

XO_Worthington says:
#::drops the robot to the ground:: Robot: You better watch it before I blast you.

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: I agree.  Thrusters can move it fast enough to conduct the search, even if it would take months to get out of the system.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO: Please do not tell me you are putting me on dietary restriction.

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO*: Sir, is everything all right? ::starts running faster::

XO_Worthington says:
#*CEO*: Your robot friends are trying to deafen me.

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Well, thrusters are not an option to move the Cherokee out of the system, it would take more like several decades to leave the  Suns gravity. The thrusters on the shuttle pod should be fine to conduct a search of the portal, though.

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Do we have an ETA on the shuttle pod?

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The little robot backs up, stands in one place, and begins to shake.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*CNS*: How's the search setting up?

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO*: Understood, I'll be there in a few minutes.

XO_Worthington says:
#::backs up as he doesn't want to get caught up if this thing blows up::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CO*: Alpha team has set up a perimeter at base camp.  The other teams have been dispersed and are attempting to make contact with the others.  You wouldn't be able to send through something to eat, would you?  Ration bars are not quite cutting it.

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: Shouldn't be long, a few more minutes at most.

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  Just as the CEO arrives at the XO's location, the little robot quits working.  Apparently the drop to the ground broke it.

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Ok... ::Walks over to the portal and measures the opening to the other side.::

CEO_Rome says:
#::walks over to the XO's side::

CO_Ayidee says:
@*CNS*: What does everyone have against MRE's?  I think we can scrape up a little bit of food.  What would you like, a bit of ground salmon in meat sauce?  Some kibbles perhaps?

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Little robot tried taking at run at me, so I picked him up. It then let off the high pitched alert, so I dropped him to the ground. Look like it is malfunctioning.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CO*:  That would be illogical.  ::Giggles.::  How about a chicken salad?

CEO_Rome says:
#::starts scanning the broken robot with his Tricorder:: XO: Indeed, I'm not registering any power readings.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Oh well, I didn't like him anyways, he had a bad attitude.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: Considering that we may be here for at least a few hours, could we possibly get some real food down here?  Apparently the MRE's aren't as desired as they once were.

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Sir, this model seems identical to the one I took apart earlier...I might be able to fix him, I have the other one's blueprints.

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  I'll see what I can whip up.  It may take a few moments.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Why not, maybe he will lead us somewhere. Proceed.

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  As the CEO is looking at the smaller robot, a larger robot appears, red eyes glowing.  It does present a menacing appearance.

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Sir! ::draws his Phaser::

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Don't fire until I give the order, let's just back away. ::starts moving slowly as he sets his Phaser to it's lowest setting.::

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Understood. ::moves back slowly, Phaser at ready.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#::Takes a ration bar from the CMO until she can get some real food.::  CMO:  You would think they would have a bathroom here.  Not even a tree.  ::sighs.::

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: Once we get the shuttle working on the other side, I'll be sending more shuttles through.  It's a big world, and Commander Nash has had a very long head start to match on foot.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: comes into sight of the XO and the CEO, seeing the menacing mechanical figure and drawing his Phaser. :: XO: Sir! Get Down!

OPS_Nash says:
::she has several people prepare some meals for transport, she hears a few mumbles and grumbles but she knows that the task will be completed::

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Stop where you are. Do not fire. Set your Phasers to the lowest setting!

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: One scanner sweep should pick him up, no?

CEO_Rome says:
#::checks his Phaser’s power settings::

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: We could hope, but active sensors are subspace related, and the passive versions on the Tricorders don't have much range.  Perhaps the added altitude may help, though.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: is torn between defending his superior officer, and following an order that makes no sense.  Nodding his head, he lowers his Phaser and motions for his team to do the same. :: XO: Just what did you do to get the Tin Man over there angry at you sir?

XO_Worthington says:
#ALL: Any Phaser blast will be amplified and could kill us all. Just move away.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  As the AT back up, the bigger robot comes in and scoops up the little robot and begins to roll away with it.

CEO_Rome says:
#::lowers his Phaser::

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: It's good to see you Sir.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: watches the bigger robot carefully as he slowly walks over to the XO :: XO/CEO: Nice to see both of you in one piece.  I've brought a few extra hands and some provisions to replace what you might have gone through.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::The CMO runs his Tricorder over her stomach to check the activity of the babies.::  CMO:  It's okay, Jovan.  I am just hungry.

XO_Worthington says:
#::lowers his Phaser:: CTO: Boy, that was a close one. The energy drain has any opposite effect here. If you had fired a Phaser at normal settings it would have blown up a square kilometer or more.

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: OK, here comes the shuttle pod.

XO_Worthington says:
#ALL: Let's move out. We have to follow the robot. ::takes point and moves out::

CEO_Rome says:
#::receives a pack of rations and water from a member of the Security team::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Yikes, thanks for warning us, sir. ::finds out he's talking to air and takes off after the XO.::

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Great. It'll be good to be flying again. Too much time away from Flight Controls.

CEO_Rome says:
#::follows the XO and CTO::

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: I understand, and it's good to finally have some clues as to what we can do with the problems we're facing.

FCO_Orpax says:
@*Shuttle*: You set her down nice and easy, I'll be taking her through. Who's flying that thing now anyway?

XO_Worthington says:
#ALL: Just remember, no one fires unless I give the order. 
CTO: Good to see you Lt. just wish it was under better circumstances.

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The robot moves ahead, not caring that the AT are following him.  Soon the AT see a factory over the other side of the hill.  The robot rolls into a doorway and disappears from view.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*CNS*: They're preparing some food now, should be here momentarily.  We've also landed a shuttle pod, which we'll be sending through to aid the search.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Nice to be seen.  Looks like we found out where our mechanical hosts hang out on this side of the planet.  I wonder if we should ring the doorbell...or let ourselves in?:: he can't help but give his signature smirk. ::

CEO_Rome says:
#::takes a drink from his canteen, quenching his growing thirst::

aFCO_Simmons says:
*FCO*: It's me Simmons, sir. Let me bring her down right next to ya... there we go. ::Sets the shuttle down.:: She's all yours!

XO_Worthington says:
#ALL: Hmm, I wonder if that is where they took Commander Nash?  Let's move out, nobody touch anything, and I mean it! ::moves slowly to the factory::

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Yes sir. ::follows him in::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: gives a mock pout and snaps his fingers. :: XO: Aww.. you never let me have any fun.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CO*: Thank you, Captain.  Would you like me to contact Hazzard to let him know the shuttle pod is on its way?

FCO_Orpax says:
#*aFCO*: Thanks Simmons ::Enters Shuttle and sits down in flight control chair.::

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Coming, sir or staying behind?

CO_Ayidee says:
@*CNS*: Yes, that would be good.  The land based teams can run a more intense search while the shuttles spread out over a distance.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CO*:  Aye, Sir.  I'll spread the word.  T'Lin out.

CO_Ayidee says:
@FCO: I think it best if I remain here.  Otherwise I'll have to explain to my Exec why I put myself back at risk again.  ::Grins.::

XO_Worthington says:
#::enters the factory slowly expecting to see more rockets but instead is surprised to find what appears to be a repair facility for the smaller drones:: ALL: Fan out and look for Commander Nash. 
*CSO*: Can you hear me Commander?

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CTO*:  Mark, the Captain asked me to let you know that the shuttle will be sent through momentarily to aid in the search for Commander Nash.  I will let you know when I hear something, but it should be soon.

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Rule 143 says: Risk is part of the game... play it for all it's worth.  but suit yourself Captain. ::Shuts the shuttle door::

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  I just got word that several meals are prepared, but I am afraid to say that there is not a variety to choose from, mainly fish and chicken with the choice salad or corn or peas.  Plus several dinner rolls.   I hope that will be acceptable.

FCO_Orpax says:
@CO: Could you please do me a favor and activate the portal for me, Captain while I fire this sucker up?

CEO_Rome says:
#::walks around the factory, scanning the multiple droids::

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: That will be splendid, thank you.  
FCO: You got it.  ::Steps back from the portal and nods to the Engineers to open it.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CTO*:  Mark?  You there?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: takes one of the security team members and starts to search the area surrounding the factory. ::

XO_Worthington says:
#::looks around cautiously, looking for any signs of Commander Nash::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*Self*:  Must be out of range.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#*CSO*: Commander Nash!.....

FCO_Orpax says:
@::Flies the shuttle through the portal, taking his time to not scratch the paint.:: *CO*: Thanks, skip. ::flashes the shuttle bright lights at the crew on the other side::

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  No sign can be seen of the CSO. if he ever came that way.  But the CTO does see a board that shows where and when the little robots cleaned up the grounds.

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  They are ready for beaming to your current location.  They will be there momentarily.
::tells the Transporter Chief to energize the meals to the Captain's location, the Transporter Chief complies::

Host SM-Trish  (Transporter.wav)

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: looks over the board and studies the information. *XO*: Commander Worthington, I think I've found something you might want to take a look at.  Leaving my com open so you can find me quicker.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The shuttle goes through the portal and promptly stops on the other side.

CO_Ayidee says:
@Engineers: OK, since we want the food to go through without incident, I want 2 volunteers to start ferrying it through.  ::Points out the first two volunteers.::  OK, you and you, tell the Away Team that you expect a nice tip.

XO_Worthington says:
#*CTO*: Acknowledged. ::makes his way over to the CTO::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CO*: Looks like the shuttle has arrived...but it doesn't look like it's working, Captain.

CEO_Rome says:
#::walks over to a table filled with small mechanical parts and starts scanning::

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Opens the shuttle pod door.:: All: Why hello hello, fellow Starfleet Officers.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#FCO:  Ensign Orpax!  It is good to see you again!

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: continues to examine the board, careful not to touch anything but running his Tricorder over it, hoping to define how to operate it with a simple scan. ::

FCO_Orpax says:
#CNS: Likewise. Lets get this thing ready to fly. I want outta here.

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: What have you found. ::glances at the board::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#FCO: You and me both.  What would you like me to do.  You're the Captain of this yacht.  ::smiles.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: From what I can manage of this thing, its keeping track of all those little tin critters that are out sweeping and cleaning.  Maybe if we tweak this thing some, we can figure out what they hauled off, maybe locate Commander Nash.

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  Oh, Captain, any word on the location of the missing crew, namely Kevin.

FCO_Orpax says:
#CNS: Ha-ha! ::points to a couple of engineers:: Engineers: Help me refit the power on this thing to get it to fly. ::grabs some tools from inside the shuttle pod and slides beneath the vessel and begins to make modifications to the power grid.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#FCO:  Bring any food then?

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Good. Get a scan and we will plot our search accordingly.

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO* Sir, I've been examining more robotic parts...they've evolved from the last one I took apart.

CO_Ayidee says:
*OPS*: Sorry, nothing yet, but we just sent the first shuttle through, and it will still need to be modified.  It's a large planet to search on foot.

CO_Ayidee says:
#::Watches as the two "waiter" engineers walk through with the first batch of food.::

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  Acknowledged.  ::tries to hide the disappointment in her voice::

CMO_Brabas says:
#::Looks what is FCO looking at.::

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Evolved? They have improved their design this quickly?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: nods as he brushes dust off of the console, looking for interfaces from which he can narrow the search for their errant Chief Science Officer. ::

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO*: Seems like a different model sir, but it's much more sophisticated.

OPS_Nash says:
::she walks around the bridge, pausing at her husband's post and sighs::

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Begins to decouple the reverse power flow regulator inside of the power matrix.:: Self: Ok, that should do it.. just have to seal off the inverse power convertation node.... and... done!

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The two volunteers appear through the portal, bringing hot food.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Find out as much as you can. We will be leaving shortly; CTO: We are going to split up again so we can widen our search. Please relay this chart back to base.

CEO_Rome says:
#*XO*: Yes sir.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO:  Food!  ::Walks over to the volunteers to get the food.::  Volunteer:  Thank you so much.  Gosh, I am starved!

CMO_Brabas says:
#Out loud: Oh goody we would soon have begun to cannibalize.  ::Smiles::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Gotcha sir.  I think I might be able to narrow the search parameter by isolating any organic materials "recycled" by the tin trash men. :: starts to enter the necessary variables onto the board. ::

FCO_Orpax says:
#::slides out from beneath the shuttle pod.:: Volunteer: You, sir, are a friend. ::Grabs a plate of food and takes it into the shuttle pod.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#ALL: Anyone know how much Commander Nash weighs?

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The scan the CTO takes is negative, for the time being.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Tries to start up the shuttle pod.::

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The shuttle does not start.

CTO_Hazzard says:
# Board: What do you mean negative you mechanical moron....:: he mumbles as he switches the search for non metallic entities. ::

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The Tricorder shows many metallic objects.

CEO_Rome says:
#::starts heading to the XO's location::

CMO_Brabas says:
#CNS: Do you need me to hold this on stand by?  ::Takes one plate of food from volunteer.::

CMO_Brabas says:
#::Smiles::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: growls as he reads the display .  He sighs...then enters the base characteristics of a human life form, feeding it to the board and having it search for similar life forms found. ::

FCO_Orpax says:
#Self: Hmm... that's odd...
*CEO*: Hey Rome, some advice on getting this shuttle pod to start up? I already decoupled the reverse power flow regulator inside of the power matrix, and sealed the inverse power convertation node. It should be working, any advice?

CNS_T`Lin says:
#Engineer:  Chicken salad!  Just what I ordered.  ::Takes the salad and begins to eat.::  
#CMO: You know, I am so hungry, I might need a second one.  But no, you go ahead, Jovan.  I'm sure you're hungry too.

CEO_Rome says:
#::hears static coming from his Commbadge::

Engineer says:
#CNS: No problem ma'am.  But for your information, tips are always appreciated.  ::Grins.::

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  There is no information on human life forms registered in this computer.

CEO_Rome says:
#::walks to the CTO's side:: CTO: What do we have here ?

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Eats the food that he took from the volunteer, not bothering to look at what it is.::
*CO*: Sir, do the engineers out there have actual specs on what modifications need to be made onto this shuttle pod? I decoupled the reverse power flow regulator inside of the power matrix, and sealed the inverse power convertation node. It should be working.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#Engineer:  Aye, and I would love to tip you, but I don't have any credits with me.  So this will have to do .. ::Gives the volunteer a peck on the cheek.::  Thank you.  ::Smiles at him.::

CO_Ayidee says:
@*CNS*: Have the teams been able to modify their comm repeaters to work on that side?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#*XO*: Sir, It doesn't look like Commander Nash was anywhere near this part of the planet.  The board shows no sign of human life before we arrived.

CNS_T`Lin says:
#*CO*:  I have not been able to get in touch with anyone, Captain.  The engineering teams are working on the modifications, and hopefully in a few minutes they'll be ready.

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: If I may?

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO: How's your food?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: Knock yourself out, son.  Another few minutes and I was gonna try some good old fashioned Texan Mechanics on it.  One good swift kick usually fixes anything.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*FCO*: Not sure, Ensign Herremans was working on the modifications, but it's not something I understand exactly.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#::steps back and lets the CEO work on it.::

CEO_Rome says:
#::laughs and points at the board:: CTO: See, these seems to the model identification numbers.

OPS_Nash says:
::one of her staff brought her some food but she turns it down  because she hasn't felt like eating for some time now::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: nods as he takes in what he is saying. :: CEO: Model ID numbers...right.  How does that help us find out where Scott...I mean Commander Nash has gone and gotten himself "recycled"?

CEO_Rome says:
CTO: What if we try to input a query for a model unknown to the system?

FCO_Orpax says:
#*CO*: Aye sir, I am almost at a loss as to what to try, But don’t send any other ships through, or we'll have a collision on our hands.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO/CTO: OK, let's finish up here. I want Hazzard's team to search the northwest while we three will continue to the northeast.

CMO_Brabas says:
#::He covers his mouth::  CNS: Very good.  ::Talking with food in mouth::

CEO_Rome says:
#::starts inputting a new query::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Roger that sir.  I'll inform Lieutenant Kilbrowski of your orders.  :: turns around and relays the search plan to his team leader. ::

CMO_Brabas says:
#::He swallows:: CNS: What is status with Worthington?

CNS_T`Lin says:
#::Finishes up her salad.::  CMO:  That was much needed!  Commander Worthington is out of range unfortunately.  I've lost touch with them.  The engineers are working on the communications.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Puzzles over what to do about this shuttle power grid.::

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Sir! We might have something here.

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  A notation is made of a bipedal robot from another station being taken to the other side of the planet.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: Well...I hate to tell ya son, but were looking for Commander Nash, not something...but show me anyway...I haven't shot something in a dog's age and I'm gettin' twitchy fingers. :: he grins to show he is mostly kidding. ::

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Takes out a Tricorder, triangulates it to the shuttle pods computer, and tries to diagnose how to modify the power grid so the shuttle pod will operate.::

CMO_Brabas says:
#CNS: Last time I have been with him I saw that those robots are cleaning up all foot steps.

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Sir...the board shows the route of a bipedal robot, an unknown model number.

CMO_Brabas says:
#::He again takes a bite of food::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Sir, you might wanna take a look at this.  Wonder Wrench might have stumbled on Commander Nash's trail!

CEO_Rome says:
#::grins at the CTO's comment::

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: What have you got.

CEO_Rome says:
#::starts checking for an irregularity in the model ID numbers and runs it through his Tricorder::

CNS_T`Lin says:
#CMO: Yes, they were.  Hopefully they'll be able to find him.  Last I heard they weren't having much luck.

CEO_Rome says:
XO: Sir, I found a notice about a bipedal robot being moved from this plant to another plant on the other side of the planet...I'm looking for more information on his ID number, if any

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Turns off his Tricorder.:: Self: Maybe if I manually deactivated 90% of the power grid, the smaller amount of power would allow the shuttle to liftoff... ::Opens a panel in the floor to the power grid. Begins to manually deactivate the majority of the grid's branches.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#*CNS*: Lieutenant T’Lin, this is Lieutenant Hazzard...respond please.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: Excellent. We must get that info back to base so that we can have teams dispatched to that area.

CEO_Rome says:
#::laughs as he checks his Tricorder: XO: Sir...that bipedal robot's ID code...Nash1.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: laughs and slaps the CEO on the back :: CEO: Nice going Chief.  Looks like you were the right man for the job.

CMO_Brabas says:
#::He takes a deep breath and exhale a desperate sound:: CNS: Well I hope they know that food is the precise.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::After 90% of the grid is disabled, stands up and tries to activate the shuttle pod on minimal power settings.::

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Thank you sir, but we have the CSO to thank for leaving us clues.

OPS_Nash says:
::she continues to walk around the Bridge::

Host SM-Trish says:
#ACTION:  The shuttle starts up.

Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

